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Abstract 

Decisions are driven by the coordinated activity of diverse neural populations. Inhibitory neurons 
play a critical role in decision-making models, but technical challenges have left untested their 
role in vivo, both in novice and expert decision-makers. To understand the contribution of 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons to decision-making, we simultaneously measured their activity 
in mice judging the repetition rate of multisensory pulses. Individual inhibitory neurons were 
slightly more selective and more strongly correlated than excitatory neurons. Further, inhibitory 
ensemble activity could be decoded to predict trial-by-trial choice with similar accuracy as 
excitatory ensembles. Finally, population activity in both cell types changed in parallel as mice 
transitioned from novice to expert decision-makers: population activity gradually became more 
choice-selective and prompt. The observations advocate for models in which excitatory and 
inhibitory connectivity (1) preserves choice selectivity in both populations and (2) is fine-tuned 
with experience to support expert decision-making. 

Main 1 

Theoretical models have been influential in interpreting behavioral and neural measurements 2 
during perceptual decision-making1-4. Models that incorporate inhibitory neurons are widely 3 
accepted1,5, but key aspects of model architecture and connectivity remain untested. In some 4 
architectures, inhibitory neurons are part of a single pool that is broadly innervated by excitatory 5 
neurons (Fig. 1a top1,4,6). In alternative architectures, inhibitory neurons are selective, because of 6 
targeted connectivity with excitatory neurons (Fig. 1a bottom). Targeted connectivity is 7 
supported on theoretical grounds because of stability2,7, and has experimental support in the 8 
goldfish oculomotor integrator8. However, such models have not been tested in decision-making 9 
due to the challenges in identifying inhibitory neurons reliably and in large numbers.  10 
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Outside of decision-making, the selectivity and connectivity of inhibitory neurons is well 11 
studied. Excitatory neurons in most cases are sharply tuned to visual stimulus features9-13, 12 
reflecting their specific and non-random connectivity12-17. Inhibitory neurons are likewise tuned 13 
to stimulus features, though their tuning is often reported as broader10-12,18-21 (but see 22).  A 14 
growing body of evidence suggests that the tuning in inhibitory neurons arises from strong 15 
connectivity with excitatory neurons tuned for the same stimulus7,23,24.  16 

The applicability of these findings for decision-making is unclear: the experiments were carried 17 
out mainly in V1, largely in passively viewing or anaesthetized animals. In decision-making, by 18 
contrast, areas beyond V1 are recruited, including the posterior parietal cortex (PPC)25-27. 19 
Further, decisions require the animal to learn, as novices, the abstract relationship between a 20 
sensory stimulus and a motor response, and then, as experts, report binary choices reliably. The 21 
computations needed to fulfill these requirements could rely on quite different circuits from 22 
those that are activated during passive viewing.  23 

Here, we aimed to compare the responses of excitatory and inhibitory neurons during decision-24 
making. We demonstrate that inhibitory neurons are selective for the animal’s choice, both at the 25 
single-neuron and population level. These results argue that in decision structures, as in V1, there 26 
are subnetworks of neurons with similar response properties, conferring network stability and 27 
robustness.     28 

Simultaneous imaging of excitatory and inhibitory neurons during decision-making 29 

To test how excitatory and inhibitory neurons coordinate during decision-making, we measured 30 
neural activity in transgenic mice. First, we trained mice to report decisions about the repetition 31 
rate of a sequence of multisensory events by licking to a left or right waterspout (Fig. 1b; 32 
Extended Data Fig. 1a). Trials consisted of a series of auditory clicks and visual flashes, 33 
simultaneously presented at a rate that fluctuated stochastically over a 1000 ms period28,29. Mice 34 
reported whether event rates were high or low compared to an abstract category boundary (16 35 
Hz) that they learned with experience. Decisions depended strongly on stimulus rate: 36 
performance was at chance when the stimulus rate was at the category boundary, and was higher 37 
at rates further from the category boundary (Fig. 1c). A logistic regression model demonstrated 38 
that choice depends on the current evidence strength, previous choice outcome30, and the time 39 
passed since the previous trial (Extended Data Fig. 1b). We imaged excitatory and inhibitory 40 
neural activity by injecting a viral vector containing the calcium indicator GCaMP6f to layer 2/3 41 
of mouse Posterior Parietal Cortex (PPC; 2mm posterior to Bregma, 1.7mm lateral to 42 
midline25,26,30-33). Mice expressed the red fluorescent protein tdTomato transgenically in all 43 
GABAergic inhibitory neurons. We used a two-channel two-photon microscope to record the 44 
activity of all neurons, a subset of which were identified as inhibitory neurons (Fig. 1d). This 45 
allowed us to measure the activity of excitatory and inhibitory populations in the same animal.  46 
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To detect neurons and extract calcium signals from imaging data, we leveraged an algorithm that 47 
simultaneously identifies neurons, de-noises the fluorescence signal and de-mixes signals from 48 
spatially overlapping components34,35 (Fig. 1e middle). The algorithm also estimates spiking 49 
activity for each neuron (Fig. 1e right). We refer to this as “inferred spiking activity”, for 50 
simplicity, acknowledging that estimating spikes from calcium signals is challenging36. Analyses 51 
were performed on inferred spiking activity. To identify inhibitory neurons, we first corrected for 52 
bleed-through from the green to the red channel. Next, we identified a subset of GCaMP6f-53 
expressing neurons as inhibitory neurons based on the signal intensity on the red channel as well 54 
as the spatial correlation between red and green channels (Fig. 1d right, cyan circles). Inhibitory 55 
neurons constituted ~10% of the population, close to previous reports37.  56 

Confirming previous reports31,32,38, we observed that the activity of individual neurons peaked at 57 
time points that spanned the trial (Fig. 1f,g). Diverse temporal dynamics were evident in both 58 
cell types (Fig. 1f,g). The inferred spiking activity was significantly higher for inhibitory 59 

Figure 1. Simultaneous imaging of inhibitory and excitatory populations during decision-making 
constrains decision-making models. 
a. Schematic of candidate decision-making model architectures. E1 and E2 represent pools of excitatory neurons, 
each favoring a different choice. Top: both pools excite a single pool of non-selective inhibitory neurons (I), 
which, in turn, provides inhibition to both excitatory pools. Bottom: excitatory pools (E1 and E2) target specific 
pools of inhibitory neurons (I1 and I2). Thin lines indicate weaker connections. In both cases, recurrent excitation 
drives persistent activity in the network, and inhibition allows for competition between the two choices1,2. b, 
Behavioral apparatus in which a head-fixed mouse is atop a cylindrical wheel. Visual display and speaker 
present the multisensory stimulus. To initiate a trial, mice licked the middle waterspout. To report the decision 
about the stimulus rate, mice licked left/right spouts. Objective belongs to the 2-photon microscope used to 
image neural activity through a window implanted in the skull. c. Psychometric function showing the fraction of 
trials in which the mouse judged the stimulus as high rate as a function of stimulus rate. Dots: data; Line: GLM 
fit; mean+/-standard deviation across 10 mice. Dashed vertical line: category boundary (16Hz). d, Average 
projection image of 10,000 frames. Left: green channel showing GCaMP6f expression. Middle: red channel 
showing tdTomato expression. Right: merge of middle and right. Cyan circles indicate GCaMP6f-expressing 
neurons that were identified as inhibitory. e, 5 example neurons identified by the CNMF algorithm (arrow: 
inhibitory neuron). Left: raw ∆F/F traces. Middle: de-noised traces. Right: inferred spiking activity; normalized 
so that 1 unit corresponds to 100% DF/F. Imaging was not performed during inter-trial intervals; traces from 13 
consecutive trials are concatenated; dashed lines: trial onsets. f, Example session with 568 neurons. Each row 
shows the trial-averaged inferred spiking activity of a neuron (frame resolution: 32.4ms). Neurons are sorted 
according to the timing of their peak activity. Inhibitory neurons (n=45) are indicated by red ticks on the right. 
Red vertical lines mark trial events: initiation tone, stimulus onset, choice, and reward. Duration between events 
varied across trials, so traces were aligned for each trial event, and then concatenated. Vertical blue lines are due 
to concatenation. g, Trial-averaged traces of 4 excitatory (top) and 4 inhibitory (bottom) neurons, for ipsi (black) 
and contra-lateral (green) choices (mean +/- standard error; ~250 trials per session). h, Inferred spiking activity 
for excitatory (blue) and inhibitory (red) neurons during the course of a trial. Example mouse; mean +/- standard 
error across days (n=46). Inferred spiking activity was significantly higher for inhibitory neurons (t-test; 
p<0.001) at all times. i, Distribution of inferred spiking activity at the time bin before the choice for all mice and 
all sessions (bin size=97ms; 41,723 excitatory and 5,142 inhibitory neurons). j, Inferred spiking activity at the 
time bin before the choice for each individual mouse, for excitatory vs. inhibitory neurons (mean +/- standard 
error across days). Differences were significant for all subjects (t-test; p<0.001). In (f-j), inferred spiking activity 
of each neuron is normalized to its max spiking activity (Methods). 
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compared to excitatory neurons throughout the trial, as expected10,39 (Fig. 1h; t-test, p<0.001). In 60 
the moments before the choice (97.1ms, average of 3 frames), this difference was clear (Fig. 1i) 61 
and significant for all mice (Fig. 1j). The probable differences in GCaMP expression levels and 62 
calcium buffering between excitatory and inhibitory neurons make a direct estimate of the 63 
underlying firing rates difficult39; however, the significant difference in the inferred spiking 64 
activity between excitatory and inhibitory neurons provides further evidence that we successfully 65 
identified two separate neural populations.  66 

Individual inhibitory neurons are selective for the animal’s choice 67 

To assess the selectivity of individual excitatory and inhibitory neurons for the decision outcome, 68 
we performed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis40 on single-neuron responses. For 69 
each neuron, at each time point, we calculated the area under ROC curve (AUC) as a measure of 70 
the amount of overlap between the response distributions for ipsilateral vs. contralateral choices. 71 
A neuron was identified as “choice-selective” if its AUC value was significantly different from a 72 
constructed shuffled distribution (Extended Data Fig 2a; Methods), indicating that the neural 73 
activity was significantly different for ipsi- vs. contralateral choices (Fig. 2a, shaded areas mark 74 
choice-selective neurons).  75 

Figure 2. Single-cell and pairwise analyses argue for non-random connections between excitatory and 
inhibitory neurons.  
a-d, Ideal observer analysis reveals the ability of individual neurons to distinguish left vs. right choices. In all 
panels, blue and red indicate excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively. a, Distribution of AUC values (area 
under the curve) of an ROC analysis for distinguishing choice from the activity of single neurons in an example 
session. Data correspond to the 97 ms window preceding the choice for 285 excitatory and 29 inhibitory neurons. 
Values larger (smaller) than 0.5 indicate neurons preferring the ipsi- (contra-) lateral choice. Dashed line at 0.5 
indicates that neural activity was not distinguishable for left vs. right choices. Shaded areas mark significant AUC 
values (compared to a shuffle distribution). b, Fraction of excitatory and inhibitory neurons that are significantly 
choice-selective for each mouse: mean+/-standard error across days (n = 45, 48, 7, 35, per mouse). Star (*) 
indicates significant difference between excitatory and inhibitory neurons (t-test; p<0.05). c, ROC analysis 
performed on 97ms non-overlapping time windows. Time course of choice selectivity (absolute deviation of 
AUC from chance) shown for excitatory and inhibitory neurons in an example mouse; mean+/-standard error 
across days, n=45. d, Average choice selectivity of excitatory and inhibitory neurons during 97-0 ms before the 
choice is summarized for each mouse; mean+/-standard error across days. e, Pearson’s correlation coefficients 
shown for pairs of excitatory-inhibitory neurons with the same choice selectivity (dark green) or opposite choice 
selectivity (light green, i.e. one neuron prefers ipsi, and the other neuron prefers contralateral choice). “Shuffled” 
in (d,e) denotes quantities were computed using shuffled trial labels. Mean+/-standard error across days; 97-0 ms 
before the choice. 
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Our analysis of choice selectivity in both cell types revealed that 13% of individual neurons were 76 
significantly choice selective for either ipsilateral or contralateral choices (Fig. 2b). Choice 77 
selectivity values computed on correct vs. error trials were positively correlated (Extended Data 78 
Fig 2c,d). Positive correlations indicate that the majority of neurons reflect the impending choice, 79 
as opposed to the sensory stimulus that informed it (Methods). Variability across mice in the 80 
strength of this correlation may indicate that the balance of sensory vs. choice signals within 81 
individual neurons varied across subjects (perhaps due to imaged subregions within the window, 82 
Extended Data Fig. 2e). Finally, we found that choice selectivity gradually increased during the 83 
trial, peaking just after the animal reported its choice (Fig. 2c). 84 

A careful comparison of choice selectivity revealed that inhibitory neurons reflected the animals’ 85 
choice to a slightly greater extent than excitatory neurons. A slightly higher fraction of inhibitory 86 
neurons were choice selective (Fig. 2a,b; fraction choice selective: 15% of inhibitory neurons 87 
and 12% of excitatory neurons), and there was slightly stronger overall choice selectivity in 88 
inhibitory neurons (Fig. 2a,c,d).  89 

The existence of similarly strong choice selectivity in excitatory and inhibitory neurons is a first 90 
hint that the connectivity between the two cell types preserves choice selectivity, suggesting non-91 
random connections between inhibitory and excitatory neurons7,24. If choice selectivity is 92 
preserved because excitatory and inhibitory neurons with the same choice preference tend to be 93 
preferentially connected, one prediction is that excitatory and inhibitory neurons with the same 94 
choice selectivity will be more strongly correlated with each other compared to excitatory and 95 
inhibitory neurons with the opposite choice selectivity. This was indeed the case (Fig. 2e, dark 96 
green bars above light green bars). The stronger correlation between neurons with the same 97 
choice selectivity was also evident in pairs consisting of only excitatory or only inhibitory 98 
neurons  (Extended Data Fig. 2e,f), in keeping with previous observations in V1 during passive 99 
viewing12,14,15.   100 

The animal’s choice can be decoded with equal accuracy from both populations 101 

The ability of individual inhibitory neurons to distinguish the animal’s choice, to at least the 102 
same extent as excitatory neurons, argues against decision-making models that assume a non-103 
selective inhibitory population. However, the small choice selectivity in single neurons (Fig. 2d) 104 
limits confidence in this conclusion. To further evaluate the discrimination ability of inhibitory 105 
neurons, we leveraged our ability to measure hundreds of neurons simultaneously. Specifically, 106 
we examined the ability of a linear classifier (support vector machines, SVM41) to predict the 107 
animal’s choice from the population activity (cross-validated; L2 penalty; see Methods). We first 108 
performed this analysis on all neurons imaged simultaneously in a single session (Fig. 3a, left), 109 
training the classifier separately for every moment in the trial (97 ms bins).  110 
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111 

Figure 3. Linear classifiers can predict the animal’s choice with equally high accuracy from the activity 
of either excitatory or inhibitory populations. 
a, Schematic of decoding choice from the population activity of all neurons (left), only excitatory neurons 
(middle), subsampled to the same number as inhibitory neurons, and only inhibitory neurons (right). A linear 
SVM assigns weights of different magnitude (indicated by lines of different thickness) to each neuron in the 
population so that a weighted sum of population activity differs for trials preceding left vs. right choices.  b, 
Top: classification accuracy of decoders trained on all neurons (black), subsampled excitatory neurons (blue), 
and inhibitory neurons (red) (cross-validated; decoders trained on every 97ms time bin; example session; 
mean+/-standard error across 50 cross-validated samples). Classification accuracy is lower for inhibitory or 
subsampled excitatory populations (red, blue) because of the smaller population size compared to all neurons 
(black). Classifier accuracy was similar for excitatory and inhibitory populations throughout the trial. 
Unsaturated lines show performance on shuffled trial labels. Bottom: distribution of stimulus onset, stimulus 
offset, go tone, and reward occurrence for the example session shown on the top. c, Classification accuracy 
during 97-0 ms before the choice for 4 animals on real (saturated points) and shuffled (unsaturated points) data. 
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Classification accuracy gradually grew after stimulus onset and peaked at the time of the choice 112 
(Fig. 3b, black). Performance was at chance on a shuffle control in which trials were randomly 113 
assigned as left or right choice (Fig. 3b, shuffled). The ability of the entire population of PPC 114 
neurons to predict the animal’s upcoming choice confirms previous observations25,27,31,32. As 115 
with the single neuron data (Extended Data Fig. 2c,d), analysis of error trials indicated that the 116 
animal’s choice, rather than the stimulus, was generally the key feature driving the high 117 
classification accuracy we observed (Extended Data Fig. 3).   118 

We then examined classifier accuracy for excitatory and inhibitory populations separately. For 119 
excitatory neurons, we subsampled the population so that the total number of neurons matched 120 
the number of inhibitory neurons in the same session (Fig. 3a, middle). As expected, overall 121 
classification accuracy was reduced due to the smaller population size; although performance 122 
was still well above chance and the temporal dynamics were the same as when all neurons were 123 
included (Fig. 3b, blue trace). Finally, we included all inhibitory neurons (Fig. 3a, right). 124 
Remarkably, the classification accuracy of inhibitory neurons closely mirrored that of excitatory 125 
neurons during the course of a trial (Fig. 3b, red and blue traces overlap). Similar classification 126 
accuracy for excitatory and inhibitory populations was observed in all subjects (Fig. 3c).  127 

One possibility is that our analysis obscured a difference between excitatory and inhibitory 128 
neurons because it evaluated their performance separately, rather than considering how these 129 
neurons are leveraged collectively in a classifier that can take advantage of both cell types. To 130 
test this, we examined the classifier that was trained on all neurons (Fig. 3a left; Fig. 3b black), 131 
and compared the classifier weights assigned to excitatory vs. inhibitory neurons. If excitatory 132 
and inhibitory neurons contributed equally to the decoder, they should be assigned comparable 133 
weights by the classifier. This is indeed what we found: the weight magnitudes of excitatory and 134 
inhibitory neurons were matched for the entire course of the trial (Fig. 3d; absolute value of 135 
weights). Also the distributions of weights were overlapping (Fig. 3e: weights of all neurons of 136 
all mice. Fig. 3f: absolute weights). The comparable classifier weights for excitatory and 137 

Mean+/-standard error across days per mouse. d-f, When all neurons were included in the decoder (panel a, left), 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons were assigned weights of similar magnitude. d, Absolute value of weights for 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the decoders trained on all neurons, at every moment in the trial; example 
mouse; mean+/-standard error across days. e, Distribution of classifier weights (decoder training time: 97-0 ms 
before the choice) are overlapping for excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Neurons from all mice pooled (42,019 
excitatory and 5,172 inhibitory neurons). f, Absolute value of weights in the classifier trained from 97-0ms before 
the choice for excitatory vs. inhibitory neurons, for each mouse. Mean+/-standard error across days. Star 
indicates P<0.05, t-test. g-i, No synergistic effect of excitatory and inhibitory neurons is evident when they are 
combined in a population. g, Schematic of decoding choice from a population of subsampled excitatory neurons 
(top) vs. a population of the same size but including half inhibitory and half excitatory neurons (bottom). h, 
Classifier accuracy of populations including only excitatory (blue) or half inhibitory, half excitatory neurons 
(magenta); example session. Classifier trained at each moment in the trial. Traces show mean+/-standard error 
across 50 cross-validated samples. i, Summary of each mouse (mean+/-standard error across days) for the 
decoders trained from 97-0 ms before the choice. 
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inhibitory neurons demonstrate that both cell types were similarly informative about the animal’s 138 
upcoming choice. The average weights assigned by the classifier were slightly higher for 139 
inhibitory neurons (Fig. 3d-f), perhaps reflecting the slightly stronger choice selectivity in single 140 
neurons (Fig. 2d).  141 

Finally, we tested whether excitatory and inhibitory populations are synergistic such that choice 142 
can be decoded more accurately from a mixed population. This could occur if excitatory and 143 
inhibitory populations have different sources of noise42,43. To assess this possibility we trained 144 
the classifier on a population that included half excitatory and half inhibitory neurons (Fig. 3g 145 
bottom), and compared its choice-prediction accuracy with the classifier that was trained on a 146 
population of the same size, but consisted only of excitatory neurons (Fig. 3g top). We found 147 
similar classification accuracy for both decoders during the entire trial (Fig. 3h,i), arguing against 148 
a synergistic effect of a mixed population and in favor of shared noise sources across all neurons.  149 

Excitatory and inhibitory populations reflect the animals’ choice with similar stability 150 

If excitatory and inhibitory neurons are connected within subnetworks with frequent cross talk, 151 
the two populations should not only predict the animal’s choice with similar accuracy, as shown 152 
above, but also with similar temporal dynamics. To assess this, we quantified each population’s 153 
stability: the extent to which a classifier trained at one moment could successfully classify neural 154 
activity as preceding left vs. right choice at different moments. If population-wide patterns of 155 
activity are similar over time (e.g., all neurons gradually increase their firing rates), classifiers 156 
trained at one moment can accurately classify neural activity at different moments. Excitatory 157 
and inhibitory populations might differ in this regard, with one population more stable than the 158 
other. 159 

As the gap between testing and training time increased, a gradual drop occurred in the classifier 160 
accuracy, as expected (Fig. 4a,b). This drop in accuracy occurred at a very similar rate for 161 
excitatory and inhibitory populations (Fig. 4b). To quantify this, we determined the time window 162 
over which the classifier accuracy was within 2 standard deviations of the accuracy at the same 163 
training-testing time window (Fig. 4c). This was indistinguishable for excitatory and inhibitory 164 
neurons (Fig. 4d; Extended Data Fig. 4a). An alternate method for assessing stability, computing 165 
the angle between pairs of classifiers trained at different time windows, likewise suggested that 166 
excitatory and inhibitory populations are similarly stable (Extended Data Fig. 4c).     167 
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Correlated variability is higher in the inhibitory population  168 

Our single-neuron analysis (Fig. 2) demonstrated that choice selectivity is slightly higher in 169 
inhibitory neurons; however, our population analysis demonstrated similar fidelity of the 170 
population code for choice in inhibitory vs. excitatory neurons (Fig. 3b,c). This discrepancy 171 
could be due to different amounts of shared variability, or noise correlations, in the two 172 
populations. Noise correlations are activity patterns that are correlated among neurons and vary 173 
across repeated presentations of the same input. Our dataset, which included simultaneous 174 
activity from hundreds of neurons, was especially well-suited to assess noise correlations: 175 
correlations can have a large effect at the population level even when their effect at the level of 176 
neuron pairs is small42,43.  177 

To examine how noise correlations affected classification accuracy, we sorted neurons based on 178 
their individual choice selectivity and added them one by one to the population (from highest to 179 

Figure 4. Classifiers, whether trained on excitatory or inhibitory neurons, show comparable stability during 
decision formation. 
Cross-temporal generalization and stability of choice decoders. a, Classification accuracy of decoders for each pair 
of training and testing time points, using the population activity of all neurons (left), subsampled excitatory 
neurons (middle), or inhibitory neurons (right). Diagonal: same training, testing time (same as in Fig. 3). Example 
mouse, mean across 45 sessions. b, Example classification accuracy traces showing how classifiers trained at 97-
0ms before choice generalize to other times in the trial. Excitatory and inhibitory neurons show the same time 
course of generalization. Same mouse as in (a), mean+/-standard error across days c, Decoders are stable in a short 
window outside their training time. Red indicates stability: classification accuracy of a decoder tested at a time 
different than its training time is within 2 standard deviation of the decoder tested at the same time as the training 
time. Example mouse; mean across days. d, Summary of stability duration for the decoder trained from 97-0 ms 
before the choice, using inhibitory neurons (red) or subsampled excitatory neurons (blue), for each mouse. 
Mean+/-standard error across days, per mouse. 
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lowest choice selectivity defined as |AUC-0.5|). We measured classification accuracy for each of 180 
these neuronal ensembles of increasingly bigger size. Classification accuracy improved initially 181 
as more neurons were included in the decoder, but quickly saturated (Fig. 5a black; 97-0 ms 182 
before the choice). 183 

To understand why classification accuracy saturates, we tested the effect of noise correlations on 184 
classification accuracy. Specifically, we created “pseudo populations”, in which each neuron in 185 
the population was taken from a different trial (Fig. 5a gray). This removed noise correlations 186 
because those are shared across neurons within a single trial. Higher classification accuracy in 187 
pseudo populations compared to real populations indicates the presence of noise that overlaps 188 
with signal, constraining information. This is what we observed (Fig. 5a, gray trace above black 189 
trace). Across all mice, removing noise correlations resulted in a consistent increase in 190 
classification accuracy for the population including all neurons (Fig. 5b; filled vs. open circles). 191 
This establishes that correlations limit classification accuracy in the full population. 192 

To test the hypothesis that inhibitory neurons are more correlated than excitatory neurons, we 193 
compared the strength of pairwise noise correlations for excitatory vs. inhibitory neurons (Fig. 194 
5c,d). Inhibitory pairs had significantly higher noise correlations compared to excitatory pairs 195 
(Fig. 5,d). Similar results were observed when we measured correlations during spontaneous 196 
activity (Extended Data Fig. 5b). Importantly, we obtained the same results even when we 197 
restricted the analysis to those inhibitory and excitatory neurons that had the same inferred 198 
spiking activity (Extended Data Fig. 5c,d). This was done because the higher spiking activity of 199 

Figure 5. Noise correlations limit the efficacy of pooling and are higher among inhibitory neurons. 
a, Classification accuracy for an example session (at time window 97-0 ms before the choice) on neural 
ensembles of increasingly bigger size, with the most choice-selective neurons added first. Mean+/-standard error 
across 50 cross validated samples. Gray: classification accuracy for pseudo-populations, in which noise 
correlations were removed by shuffling. Black: real populations. Both cell types were included (“All neurons”). 
b, Summary for each mouse; points show mean+/-standard error across days. Values were computed for the 
largest neuronal ensemble (the max value on the horizontal axis in (a)). c, Example mouse: distribution of 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients of neural responses (97-0 ms before the choice) after subtracting out the mean 
activity, revealing noise correlations, for excitatory neurons (blue; n=11867) and inhibitory neurons (red; 
n=1583). Shaded areas indicate significant quantities compared to a shuffled control: trial orders were shuffled for 
each neuron to remove noise correlations. d, Summary of noise correlation coefficients for each mouse; mean+/-
standard error across days. 
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inhibitory neurons (Fig. 1h-j) could potentially muddle the comparison of pairwise noise 200 
correlations between excitatory and inhibitory neurons. These findings confirm previous studies 201 
that suggested the dense connectivity between inhibitory neurons leads to stronger correlations 202 
among inhibitory neurons compared to other cell types12,23. Also, similar to previous reports12,23, 203 
we found intermediate correlations for pairs consisting of one inhibitory neuron and one 204 
excitatory neuron (Extended Data Fig. 5). The higher correlations in inhibitory neurons offer 205 
insight into why individual inhibitory neurons are slightly more choice selective than excitatory 206 
neurons (Fig. 2), yet at the ensemble level, both neuronal populations reflect choice with near-207 
equal accuracy (Fig. 3).  208 

Inhibitory neurons mirror excitatory neurons during the course of learning 209 

Our observations thus far argue that excitatory and inhibitory neurons are similarly choice 210 
selective and similarly stable, in keeping with the hypothesis that they form selective 211 
subnetworks24 according to their functional properties7. To distinguish whether these 212 
subnetworks are present in naïve animals or arise with experience, we measured neural activity 213 
as animals transitioned from novice to expert decision-makers. To achieve this, we leveraged the 214 
data from 3 mice in which the same neural population was imaged throughout learning (35-48 215 
sessions; Extended Data Fig. 6a), to compare the dynamics of choice signal in excitatory and 216 
inhibitory populations over the course of learning. 217 

Classification accuracy increased consistently as the animals became experts (Fig. 6a,d). This 218 
effect was significant in all animals and was present in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons 219 
(Fig. 6d). In all populations, classification accuracy was strongly correlated with the animal’s 220 
performance across training days (Fig. 6b).  221 

Accurate classification of choice also became more prompt: it appeared progressively earlier in 222 
the trial as the animals became experts. Initially, classification accuracy was high only after the 223 
choice (Fig. 6a; e.g. black arrow). As the animals gained experience, high classification accuracy 224 
was evident progressively earlier in the trial, long before the choice (Fig. 6a; e.g. gray arrow). 225 
This resulted in a negative correlation between animal’s performance and the onset of super-226 
threshold choice accuracy across training days (Fig. 6c). This effect was significant in all animals 227 
and was present in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Fig 6e). 228 

Importantly, animal’s licking or running behavior could not explain the learning-induced 229 
changes in the magnitude of choice classifier (Extended Data Fig. 7). The center-spout licks that 230 
preceded the left vs. right choices were overall similar over the course of learning (Extended 231 
Data Fig. 7a), and did not differ in early vs. late training days (Extended Data Fig. 7b). 232 
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233 

Figure 6. Learning leads to increased magnitude and advanced timing of the choice signal, as well as 
reduced noise correlations, in both excitatory and inhibitory populations. 
a, Decoder accuracy is shown for each training session, for all neurons (left), subsampled excitatory (middle), and 
inhibitory neurons (right). White vertical line: choice onset. Each row: average across cross-validation samples; 
example mouse. Colorbar of the inhibitory plot applies to the excitatory plot too. b, Scatter plot of classifier 
accuracy at 97-0 ms before the choice vs. behavioral performance (fraction correct on easy trials), including all 
training days. Titles indicate r (Pearson correlation coefficient; p<0.001); same example mouse as in (a). 
Correlations for behavior vs. classification accuracy for all neurons, excitatory and inhibitory: 0.55, 0.35, 0.32 in 
mouse 2; 0.57, 0.63, 0.32 in mouse 3. Correlations for behavior vs. choice-signal onset for all neurons, excitatory 
and inhibitory: -0.60, -0.34, -0.38, in mouse 2; -0.60, -0.27, -0.28 in mouse 3. All values: p<0.05 c, Same as (b), 
except showing the onset of choice signal, i.e. the first moment in the trial that classifier accuracy was above 
chance (ms, relative to choice onset) vs. behavioral performance. d, Summary of each mouse, showing 
classification accuracy averaged across early (dim colors) vs. late (dark colors) training days. e, Same as (d), but 
showing choice signal onset (ms). f, Same as (d), but showing pairwise noise correlation coefficients. Early days 
were the first few training days in which the animal’s performance was lower than the 20th percentile of animal’s 
performance across all days. Late days included the last training days in which the animal’s behavioral 
performance was above the 80th percentile of performance across all days. 
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The similarity in lick movements for early vs. late sessions stands in contrast to the changes in 234 
the choice classifier for early vs. late sessions (Fig. 6). We also assessed animals’ running 235 
behavior during the course of learning (Extended Data Fig. 7c,d). In some sessions, the running 236 
distance differed preceding left vs. right choices (Extended Data Fig. 7c). Fortunately, when we 237 
restricted our analysis to days in which the running distance was indistinguishable for the two 238 
choices (97-0ms before the choice, t-test, P>0.05), we nonetheless were able to accurately 239 
classify the animal’s choice using neural activity (Extended Data Fig. 7d). These observations 240 
provide reassurance that the population activity does not entirely reflect preparation of licking 241 
and running movements and argues instead that the population activity reflects the animal’s 242 
stimulus-informed choice. Nevertheless, the correlation between movements and choice that we 243 
report here and others have observed44 argues that the link between movements, neural activity 244 
and decision-making must be more deeply investigated.  245 

Finally, we studied how cofluctuations changed over the course of training. Pairwise correlations 246 
in neural activity were overall higher in early training days, when mice were novices, compared 247 
to late training days, as they approached expert level behavior (Fig. 6f, unsaturated colors above 248 
saturated colors). This effect was observed for all combinations of neural pairs (Fig. 6f, green: 249 
excitatory-inhibitory; blue: excitatory-excitatory; red: inhibitory-inhibitory). These findings are 250 
in agreement with previous reports suggesting that learning results in reduced noise 251 
correlations45-47, enhancing information that is encoded in neural populations42,48. To test if the 252 
learning-induced increase in classification accuracy (Fig. 6a,b,d) was all a consequence of the 253 
reduction in noise correlations (Fig. 6f), we studied how classification accuracy of pseudo 254 
populations (Fig. 5a,b), which lack noise correlations, changed with training. Interestingly, we 255 
still observed a significant increase in the classification accuracy of pseudo populations as a 256 
result of training (Extended Data Fig. 8a,b). Therefore, the reduction in noise correlations cannot 257 
alone account for the improved choice prediction that occurs in the population with training.    258 

Discussion  259 
Despite a wealth of studies assessing selectivity of inhibitory neurons during passive viewing of 260 
sensory stimuli, little is known about whether these principles extend to decision-making. This 261 
represents a critical gap in knowledge because many decision-making models rely on inhibitory 262 
neurons. To close this gap, we measured excitatory and inhibitory populations during perceptual 263 
decisions about multisensory stimuli.  264 

We demonstrated that inhibitory populations can predict the animal’s impending choice with the 265 
same fidelity as excitatory populations. This advocates for specific connectivity between 266 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons that preserves selectivity for choice2. These observations are 267 
significant because they argue that decision circuits share the subnetwork structure characterized 268 
in primary sensory areas in which excitatory neurons target specific inhibitory populations24 with 269 
similar tuning7.  270 
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Our additional observations likewise suggest commonalities between decision circuits in PPC 271 
and sensory circuits in V1. In V1, inhibitory neurons are more interconnected20,39,49 and share 272 
more common input12 compared to excitatory neurons. Further, noise correlations are 273 
proportional to the tuning similarity of neurons14,15. Similarly, we found that among inhibitory 274 
neurons, noise correlations were stronger than among excitatory neurons, and that in both 275 
populations noise correlations were stronger between neurons selective for the same choice. 276 

As mice learned the decision-making task, noise correlations gradually decreased while 277 
classification accuracy increased (Fig. 6). Multiple studies have shown that correlated variability 278 
changes with cognitive processes, such as perceptual learning and attention45-47,50. Here, the 279 
reduced noise correlations may partially account for the improved classification accuracy with 280 
learning. However, the reduction in noise correlations is unlikely to be the sole mechanism 281 
supporting the behavioral improvement: even in the absence of noise correlations, choice 282 
selectivity in the population increased with learning (Extended Data Fig 6a-b). Future 283 
experiments using causal manipulations will reveal whether the increased choice selectivity we 284 
observed in PPC originates there or is inherited from elsewhere in the brain.  285 

We have brought to decision-making an approach that has been instrumental for understanding 286 
how incoming inputs are processed in early sensory areas7,9,11,12,21,22,36,51,52,10,53,54. Our results 287 
advocate for models in which the connectivity preserves the choice selectivity in inhibitory 288 
neurons, even as they are barraged with input from excitatory neurons. This targeted connectivity 289 
may implement a canonical neural computation, as it is present in early sensory areas and 290 
oculomotor areas, and is implicated on theoretical grounds because of stability and robustness2,7.  291 

Methods 292 

Imaging and behavioral dataset 293 

Our simultaneous imaging and decision-making dataset includes 135 sessions from 4 mice (45, 294 
48, 7, and 35 sessions per mouse). Median number of trials per session is 213, 253, 264, and 222, 295 
for each mouse. On average, 480 neurons were imaged per session, out of which 40 neurons 296 
were inhibitory and 330 were excitatory. Approximately 100 neurons per session were not 297 
classified as either excitatory or inhibitory since they did not meet our strict cell-type 298 
classification criteria (see below). In 3 of the mice, the same group of neurons was imaged 299 
throughout learning (35-48 training days).  300 

Mice and surgical procedure 301 

Gad2-IRES-CRE55 mice were crossed with Rosa-CAG-LSL-tdTomato-WPRE (aka Ai1456) to 302 
create mice in which all GABAergic inhibitory neurons were labeled. Adult mice (~2-month old) 303 
were used in the experiments. Meloxicam (analgesic), dexamethasone (anti-inflammatory) 304 
and Baytril (enrofloxacin; anti-biotic) were injected 30min before surgery. Using biopsy punch, a 305 
circular craniotomy (diameter: 3mm) was made over the left PPC (stereotaxic coordinates: 2 mm 306 
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posterior, 1.7 mm lateral of bregma26 under isoflurane (~5%) anesthesia. Pipettes (10-20 um in 307 
diameter, cut at an angle to provide a beveled tip) were front-filled with AAV9-Synapsin-308 
GCaMP6f (U Penn, Vector Core Facility) diluted 2X in PBS (Phosphae-buffered saline). The 309 
pipette was slowly advanced into the brain (Narishige MO-8 hydraulic micro-manipulator) to 310 
make ~3 injections of 50nL, slowly at an interval of ~5-10min, by applying air pressure using a 311 
syringe. Injections ware made near the center of craniotomy at a depth of 250-350um below the 312 
dura. A glass plug consisting of a 5mm coverslip attached to a 3mm coverslip (using IR-curable 313 
optical bond, Norland) was used to cover the craniotomy window. Vetbond, followed by 314 
metabond, was used to seal the window. All surgical and behavioral procedures conformed to the 315 
guidelines established by the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Institutional 316 
Animal Care and Use Committee of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. 317 

Imaging 318 

We used a 2-photon Moveable Objective Microscope with resonant scanning at 30 frames per 319 
second (Sutter Instruments, San Francisco, CA). A 16X, 0.8 NA Nikon objective lens was used 320 
to focus light on fields of view of size 512x512 pixels (~575 µm x ~575 µm). A Ti:sapphire laser 321 
(Coherent) delivered excitation light at 930nm (average power: 20-70 mW). Red (ET670/50m) 322 
and green (ET 525/50m) filters (Chroma Technologies) were used to collect red and green 323 
emission light. The microscope was controlled by Mscan (Sutter). In mice in which chronic 324 
imaging was performed during learning, the same plane was identified on consecutive days using 325 
both coarse alignment, based on superficial blood vessels, as well as fine alignment, using 326 
reference images of the red channel (tdTomato expression channel) at multiple magnification 327 
levels. For each trial, imaging was started 500ms before the trial-initiation tone, and continued 328 
500ms after reward or time-out.  329 

Decision-making behavior 330 

Mice were gradually water restricted over the course of a week, and were weighed daily. Mice 331 
harvested at least 1 mL of water per behavioral/imaging session, and completed 100-500 trials 332 
per session. After approximately one week of habituation to the behavioral setup, 15-30 training 333 
days were required to achieve 75% correct choice. Animal training took place in a sound 334 
isolation chamber. The stimulus in all trials was multisensory, consisting of a series of 335 
simultaneous auditory clicks and visual flashes, occurring with Poisson statistics57,58. Stimulus 336 
duration was 1000ms. Each pulse was 5ms; minimum interval between pulses was 32ms, and 337 
maximum interval was 250ms. The average repetition rate of the pulses varied between 5 to 27 338 
Hz. The category boundary for marking high-rate and low-rate stimuli was 16Hz, at which 339 
animals were rewarded randomly on either side. The highest stimulus rates used here are known 340 
to elicit reliable, steady state flicker responses in retinal ERG in mice59,60. 341 

Mice were on top of a cylindrical wheel and a rotary encoder was used to measure their running 342 
speed. Trials started with a 50ms initiation tone (Extended Data Fig. 1a). Mice had 5sec to 343 
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initiate a trial by licking the center waterspout, after which the multisensory stimulus was played 344 
for 1 second. If mice again licked the center waterspout, they received 0.5µL water on the center 345 
spout; also a 50ms go cue was immediately played. Animals had to report a choice by licking to 346 
the left or right waterspout within 2sec. Mice were required to confirm their choice by licking the 347 
same waterspout one more time within 300ms after the initial lick. If the choice was correct, 348 
mice received 2-4µL water on the corresponding waterspout. An incorrect choice was punished 349 
with a 2sec time-out. The experimenter-imposed inter-trial intervals (ITI) were drawn from a 350 
truncated exponential distribution, with minimum, maximum, and lambda equal to 1sec, 5sec, 351 
and 0.3sec, respectively. However, the actual ITIs could be much longer depending on when the 352 
animal initiates the next trial. Bcontrol28 with a Matlab interface was used to deliver trial events 353 
(stimulus, reward, etc) and collect data. 354 

Logistic regression model of behavior 355 

A modified version of the logistic regression model in61 was used to assess the extent to which 356 
the animal’s choice depends on the strength of sensory evidence, i.e. how far the stimulus rate is 357 
from the category boundary at 16Hz, the previous choice outcome (success or failure) and ITI, 358 
i.e. the time interval between the previous choice and the current stimulus onset (Extended Data 359 
Fig. 1b).  360 

𝑝 = !
!!!!!

           eq. 1 361 

𝑧 =  β0 + (βr1 R1  + βr2 R2 + βr3 R3 + βr4 R4 + βr5 R5 + βr6 R6) + (βs1 S1  + βs2 S2) + (βf1 F1  + βf2 F2) 362 

where p is the probability of choosing the left choice, and z is the decision variable. R, S and F 363 
are vectors of indicator variables; each element corresponds to 1 trial. Stimulus strength (R) was 364 
divided into 6 bins (R1 to R6). Previous success (S) was divided into 2 bins (S1 to S2): success 365 
after a long ITI (> 7sec) and success after a short ITI (< 7sec). Previous failure (F) was divided 366 
into 2 bins (F1 to F2): failure after a long and short ITI. For instance, if a trial had stimulus 367 
strength 3Hz, and was preceded by a success choice with ITI 5sec, we will set all R, S and F 368 
parameters to 0, except for R2 and S1, which will be set to 1, indicating that the trial’s stimulus 369 
strength was in bin 2, and it was preceded by a success whose ITI was in bin 1 (Extended Data 370 
Fig. 1b). 371 

For each session the scalar coefficients β0, βr1 to βr6, βs1, βs2, βf1, and βf2 were fitted using Matlab 372 
glmfit.m. Extended Data Fig. 1b left shows βr1 to βr6. Extended Data Fig. 1b middle shows βs1 373 
and βs2, and Extended Data Fig. 1b right shows βf1 and βf2. 374 

ROI extraction and deconvolution 375 

The recorded movies from all trials were concatenated and corrected for motion artifacts by 376 
cross-correlation using DFT registration62. Subsequently, active ROIs (sources) were extracted 377 
using the CNMF algorithm34 as implemented in the CaImAn package35 in MATLAB. The traces 378 
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of the identified neurons were ∆F/F normalized and then deconvolved by adapting the FOOPSI 379 
deconvolution algorithm34,63 to a multi-trial setup. More specifically, for each component, the 380 
activity trace over all the trials was used to determine the time constants of the calcium indicator 381 
dynamics as in34. Then the neural activity during each trial was deconvolved separately using the 382 
estimated time constant and a zero baseline (since the traces were ∆F/F normalized). A second 383 
order exponential was used to simulate the rise and decay of the indicator. The deconvolved 384 
neural activity (spikes) was normalized such that a deconvolved value of 1 corresponded to a 385 
spike that could generate a calcium transient that reaches a maximum 100% ∆F/F value (Fig. 1e). 386 
Spikes with amplitudes less than 0.5x the noise level were discarded. 387 

Neuropil Contamination removal 388 

The CNMF algorithm demixes the activity of overlapping neurons, also from background 389 
neuropil activity by explicitly modeling the neuropil activity as a low rank spatiotemporal 390 
matrix34. In this study a rank two matrix was used to capture the neuropil activity. To evaluate its 391 
efficacy we compared the traces obtained from CNMF to the traces from a “manual” method 392 
similar to36 (Extended Data Fig. 9): the set of spatial footprints (shapes) extracted from CNMF 393 
were binarized by thresholding each component at the 0.2x its maximum value level. The binary 394 
masks were then used to average the raw data and obtain an activity trace that also included 395 
neuropil effects. To estimate the background signal, an annulus around the binary mask was 396 
constructed with minimum distance 3 pixels from the binary mask and width 7 pixels (Extended 397 
Data Fig. 9a). The average of the raw data over the annulus defined the background trace, which 398 
was then subtracted from the activity trace. The resulted trace was then compared with the 399 
CNMF estimated temporal trace for this activity. The comparison showed a very high degree of 400 
similarity between the two traces (Extended Data Fig. 9; example component; r=0.96), with the 401 
differences between the components being attributed to noise and not neuropil related events. 402 
Note that this “manual” approach is only applicable in the case when the annulus does not 403 
overlap with any other detected sources. These results demonstrate the ability of the CNMF 404 
framework to properly capture neuropil contamination and remove it from the detected calcium 405 
traces.  406 

ROI inclusion criteria 407 

We excluded poor-quality ROIs identified by the CNMF algorithm based on a combination of 408 
criteria: 1) size of the spatial component, 2) decay time constant, 3) correlation of the spatial 409 
component with the raw ROI image built by averaging spiking frames, 4) correlation of the 410 
temporal component with the raw activity trace, and 5) the probability of fluorescence traces 411 
maintaining values above an estimated signal-to-noise level for the expected duration of a 412 
calcium transient35 (GCaMP6f, frame rate: 30Hz). A final manual inspection was performed on 413 
the selected ROIs to validate their shape and trace quality.  414 

Identification of inhibitory neurons 415 
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We used a two-step method to identify inhibitory neurons. First, we corrected for bleed-through 416 
from green to red channel by solving the following common-slope regression model (“common” 417 
because it finds a single slope for all ROIs):   418 

𝑟! = 𝛽 + 𝑠 ∗ 𝑔!  eq. 2 419 

where 𝑟!  is the average of pixels that belong to ROI ‘i’ on the mean projection image of the red 420 
channel. Similarly 𝑔!  is the average of pixels of that same ROI, but on the mean projection image 421 
of the green channel and 𝛽 is an offset. We solved this equation simultaneously for all ROIs to 422 
get s, a common slope, which reflected the fraction bleed-through from green to red channel. 423 
Then we used this slope (s) to compute the bleedthrough-corrected image of the red-channel (I):  424 

𝐼 = 𝑅 − 𝑠 ∗ 𝐺   eq. 3 425 

where R is the mean projection image of the red channel, and G is the mean projection of the 426 
green channel. 427 

Next, we identified inhibitory neurons on the bleedthrough-corrected image (I) using two 428 
measures. 1) A measure of local contrast, by computing, on the red channel, the average pixel 429 
intensity inside each ROI mask relative to its immediate surrounding mask (width=3 pixels). 430 
Given the distribution of contrast levels, we defined two threshold levels, 𝑇!   and 𝑇!. ROIs whose 431 
contrast measure fell above 𝑇! were identified as inhibitory neurons. ROIs whose contrast 432 
measure fell below 𝑇!were identified as excitatory neurons, and ROIs with the contrast measure 433 
in between 𝑇! and 𝑇! were not classified as either group (“unsure” class). 2) In addition to a 434 
measure of local contrast, we computed for each ROI the correlation between the spatial 435 
component (ROI image on the green channel) and the corresponding area on the red channel. 436 
High correlation values indicate that the ROI on the green channel has a high signal on the red 437 
channel too; hence the ROI is an inhibitory neuron. We used this correlation measure to further 438 
refine the neuron classes computed from the local contrast measure (i.e. measure 1 above). ROIs 439 
that were identified as inhibitory based on their local contrast (measure 1) but had low red-green 440 
channel correlation (measure 2), were reset as “unsure” neurons. Similarly, ROIs that were 441 
classified as excitatory (based on their local contrast) but had high red-green channel correlation 442 
were reclassified as unsure. Unsure ROIs were included in the analysis of all-neuron populations 443 
(Fig. 3a left); but were excluded from the analysis of excitatory only or inhibitory only 444 
populations (Fig. 3a middle, right). Finally, we manually inspected the ROIs identified as 445 
inhibitory to confirm their validity. This method resulted in 8.3% inhibitory neurons, which is 446 
fairly in agreement with previous studies, although slightly lower than some reports37. This was 447 
expected given our strict method for identifying inhibitory neurons. The inhibitory population is 448 
likely biased towards parvalbumin positive (PV) neurons, because 1) we found higher inferred 449 
spiking activity for our inhibitory neurons (Fig. 1h-j) which is expected for PV neurons39; 2) PV 450 
cells are the most prevalent interneurons in cortical circuits64. 451 
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General analysis procedures 452 

All analyses were performed on inferred spiking activity. Traces were down-sampled, so each 453 
bin was the non-overlapping moving average of 3 frames (97.1ms). Inferred spiking activity for 454 
each neuron was normalized so the max spiking activity for each neuron equaled 1. The trace of 455 
each trial was aligned to the time of the choice (i.e. the time of the 1st lick to either of the side 456 
waterspouts after the go tone). Two-tailed t-test was performed for testing statistical significance. 457 
Summary figures including all mice were performed on the time bin preceding the choice, i.e. 458 
97-0ms before choice onset. All reported correlations are Pearson’s coefficients. Analyses were 459 
performed in Python and Matlab. 460 

ROC analysis 461 

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was used to measure the choice preference of single 462 
neurons. Choice selectivity was defined as the absolute deviation of AUC from chance level 463 
(0.5). To identify significantly choice-selective neurons, for each neuron we performed ROC on 464 
shuffled trial labels (i.e. left and right choices were randomly assigned to each trial). This 465 
procedure was repeated 50 times to create a distribution of shuffled AUC values for each neuron 466 
(Extended Data Fig. 2a, “shuffled”). A neuron’s choice selectivity was considered to be 467 
significant if the probability of the actual AUC (Extended Data Fig. 2a, “real”) being drawn from 468 
the shuffled AUC distribution was less than 0.05. 469 

Decoding population activity 470 

A linear SVM (Python sklearn package) was trained on each bin of the population activity in 471 
each session (non-overlapping 97ms time bins). To break any dependencies on the sequence of 472 
trials, we shuffled the order of trials for the entire population. To avoid bias in favor of one 473 
choice over the other, we matched the number of left- and right-choice trials used for classifier 474 
training. L2 regularization was used to avoid over-fitting. 10-fold cross validation was performed 475 
by leaving out a random 10% subset of trials to test the classifier performance, and using the 476 
remaining trials for training the classifier. This procedure was repeated 50 times. A range of 477 
regularization values was tested, and the one that gave the smallest error on the validation dataset 478 
was chosen as the optimal regularization parameter. Classifier accuracy was computed as the 479 
percentage of testing trials in which the animal’s choice was accurately predicted by the 480 
classifier, and summarized as the average across the 50 repetitions of trial subsampling. A 481 
minimum of 10 correct trials per choice was required in order to run the SVM on a session. 482 
Inferred spiking activity of each neuron was z-scored before running the SVM. 483 

When comparing classification accuracy for excitatory vs. inhibitory neurons, the excitatory 484 
population was randomly sub-sampled to match the population size of inhibitory neurons to 485 
enable a fair comparison (Fig. 3, blue vs. red). To compare the distribution of weights in the all-486 
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neuron classifier (Fig. 3 black), the weight vector for each session was normalized to unity 487 
length (Fig. 3d-f).  488 

Stability 489 

To test the stability of the population code, decoders were trained and tested at different time 490 
bins65 (Fig. 4). To avoid the potential effects of auto-correlation, we performed cross validation 491 
not only across time bins, but also across trials. In other words, even though the procedure was 492 
cross validated by testing the classifier at a time different from the training time, we added 493 
another level of cross-validation by testing on a subset of trials that were not used for training. 494 
This strict method allowed our measure of stability duration to be free of auto-correlation 495 
impacts. 496 

As an alternative measure of stability, the angle between pairs of classifiers that were trained at 497 
different moments in the trial was computed (Extended Data Fig. 4c). Small angles indicate 498 
alignment, hence stability, of the classifiers. Large angles indicate misalignment, i.e. instability 499 
of the classifiers.  500 

Noise correlations 501 

Noise correlations were assessed at the level of the population as well as the neuron pairs. To 502 
estimate noise correlations at the population level, the order of trials was shuffled for each 503 
neuron independently. Shuffling was done within the trials of each choice, hence retaining the 504 
choice signal, while de-correlating the population activity to remove noise correlations. Then we 505 
classified population activity in advance of left vs. right choice (at time bin 97–0 ms before the 506 
choice) using the de-correlated population activity. This procedure was performed on neural 507 
ensembles of increasingly bigger size, with the most selective neurons (|AUC-0.5|) added first 508 
(Fig. 5a). To summarize how noise correlations affected classification accuracy in the population 509 
(Fig. 5b), we computed, for the largest neural ensemble (Fig. 5a, max value on the horizontal 510 
axis), the change in classifier accuracy in the de-correlated data (“pseudo populations”) vs. the 511 
original data. This analysis was only performed for the entire population; the small number of 512 
inhibitory neurons in each session prevented a meaningful comparison of classification accuracy 513 
on real vs. pseudo populations.   514 

To measure pairwise noise correlations, we subtracted the trial-averaged response to a particular 515 
choice from the response of single trials of that choice. This allowed removing the effect of 516 
choice on neural responses. The remaining variability in trial-by-trial responses can be attributed 517 
to noise correlations, measured as the Pearson correlation coefficient for neuron pairs. We also 518 
measured noise correlations using the spontaneous activity defined as the neural responses in 97-519 
0ms preceding the trial initiation tone (Extended Data Fig. 2f; Extended Data Fig. 5b). We 520 
computed the pairwise correlation coefficient (Pearson) for a given neuron with each other 521 
neuron within an ensemble (e.g., excitatory neurons). The resulting coefficients were then 522 
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averaged to generate a single correlation value for that neuron. This was repeated for all neurons 523 
within the ensemble (Fig. 5c).  524 

To compute pairwise correlations on excitatory and inhibitory neurons with the same inferred 525 
spiking activity (Extended Data Fig. 5c,d), we computed the median of inferred spiking activity 526 
across trials for individual excitatory and inhibitory neurons in a session. The medians were then 527 
divided into 50 bins. The firing-rate bin that included the maximum number of inhibitory 528 
neurons was identified (“max bin”); inhibitory and excitatory neurons whose firing rate was 529 
within this “max bin” were used for the analysis. The firing rates were matched for these neurons 530 
because their median firing rate was within the same small bin of firing rates. Pairwise 531 
correlations were then computed as above. 532 

Learning analysis 533 

In 3 of the mice, the same field of view was imaged each session during learning. This was 534 
achieved in two ways. First, the vasculature allowed a coarse alignment of the imaging location 535 
from day to day. Second, the image from the red channel was used for a finer alignment. Overall, 536 
most neurons were stably present across sessions (Extended Data Fig. 6). This allowed us to 537 
assess the population activity of a similar group of neurons during learning.   538 

“Early days” (Fig. 6; Extended Data Fig. 8) included the initial training days in which the 539 
animal’s performance, defined as the fraction of correct choices on easy trials, was lower than 540 
the 20th percentile of performance across all days. “Late days” (Fig. 6; Extended Data Fig. 8) 541 
included the last training days in which the animal’s behavioral performance was above the 80th 542 
percentile of performance across all days.  543 

To measure the timing of decision-related activity (Fig. 6c,e), we identified all sessions in which 544 
classifier accuracy was significantly different than the shuffle (t-test, p<0.05) over a window of 545 
significance that was at least 500 ms long. We defined the “choice signal onset” (Fig. 6c,e) as the 546 
trial time corresponding to the first moment of that window. Sessions in which the 500 ms 547 
window of significance was present are included in Fig. 6c. The number of points (and hence the 548 
relationship between session number and color in Fig. 6c) differs slightly across the three groups. 549 
This is because on some sessions, the window of significance was present in one group but not 550 
another. For example, in a session the population including all neurons might have a 500 ms 551 
window of significance, hence it will contribute a point to Fig. 6c left, while the population with 552 
only inhibitory neurons might be only transiently significant for <500ms, hence it will be absent 553 
from Fig. 6c right.  554 

Data and Software Availability 555 

The CNMF algorithm is publicly available on github: 556 
https://github.com/flatironinstitute/CaImAn-MATLAB 557 

Code availability 558 
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All codes will be made publicly available on github before publication. 559 
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Extended Data Figures 

Extended data Figure 1. Perceptual decisions about stimulus rate reflect current evidence, previous trial’s 
outcome, and the time passed since the previous trial.  
Refers to Fig. 1. a, Trial structure. In each trial, first a brief tone is presented to indicate to the animal to initiate the 
trial (“trial-initiation tone”). Once the animal licks to the center waterspout (row 2: yellow circle), the stimulus is 
presented for 1 sec. At the end of the stimulus, the animal is required to lick again in the center (row 3: yellow circle). 
This will result in: 1) a small water reward in the center, 2) a “go tone” that indicates to the animal to make his choice. 
If the animal licks to the correct side (row 4, 1st red circle), and confirms his lick (row 4, 2nd red circle), he will receive 
water as a reward. If the animal licks to the wrong side (last row, 1st green circle), and confirms his licks (last row, 2nd 
green circle), there will be a time-out, i.e. longer time before the next trial can start. b, A logistic regression model was 
used to assess the extent to which the animal’s choice depends on stimulus strength, i.e. how far the stimulus rate is 
from the category boundary at 16Hz, previous choice outcome, and the time interval since the previous choice. 
Stimulus strength was divided into 6 bins (left); previous success was divided into 2 bins: success after a long ITI and 
success after a short ITI (middle); previous failure was also divided into 2 bins: failure after a long ITI and failure after 
a short ITI (right). Plots in top row show Beta values averaged across animals (same 10 animals as in Fig. 1c). Error 
bars: S.E.M across subjects. Top left: strength of the sensory evidence impacts animal’s choices: the stronger the 
evidence, the higher the impact. Top middle:  Success of a previous trial also impacts animal’s decision; the impact is 
stronger when the previous success occurs after a short ITI (<7sec). Top Right: Same but for previous incorrect trials, 
except the effect of ITI after a failure was not significant. Plots in bottom row show success (left) and failure (right) 
Beta values for individual mice. Error bars: S.E.M returned from glmfit.m in Matlab. c, Behavioral performance of the 
four mice in which we imaged excitatory and inhibitory activity during decision-making. In mice 1, 2, and 4, imaging 
was performed throughout learning by tracking the same group of neurons. Plots reflect data from all sessions. Errors 
bars: Wilson Binomial Confidence Interval.  
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Extended data Figure 2. Single neuron measures reveal similar choice selectivity in excitatory and 
inhibitory neurons 
Refers to Fig. 2. a,b, Example neurons to illustrate the method for assessing significant choice selectivity in 
individual neurons. In both panels, the solid line shows the distribution of values for the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC) generated by 50 different trial shuffles in which trials were randomly assigned to a left vs. right 
choice. Star indicates the real AUC value of the neuron. Significance was assessed from the probability of 
observing the real AUC in the shuffle distribution. When probabilities were <0.05, neurons were considered 
choice selective. Only the neuron in (a) has significant choice selectivity. c, Choice selectivity was computed on 
correct trials (vertical axis) as well as error trials (horizontal axis), and was correlated between the two 
conditions. Data is from a single session, each point shows an individual neuron whose cell type is indicated by 
the color. The positive correlation indicates that choice selectivity was overall similar on correct and error trials 
(Pearsons’ correlation coefficient, excitatory neurons: r=0.58; p<0.001; inhibitory neurons: r=0.55, p=0.007). 
The small number of points in quadrants 2 and 4 indicate less frequent neurons that showed opposite selectivity 
on correct vs. error trials. d, Summary of correlation coefficient of AUC on correct vs. AUC on incorrect trials, 
mean across sessions for each animal. Error bars: S.E.M. across sessions. The weaker correlation in mouse 4 
indicates that this animal had a mixture of cells selective for the stimulus and cells selective for the choice. Note 
that although the center of the imaging window was identical in all animals, the imaging location within the 
window of this animal was slightly posterior to the others. The enrichment of cells selective for the stimulus, in 
this mouse compared to other mice, may reflect that the region we imaged in mouse 4 was closer to primary 
visual cortex. e, Noise correlations for pairs of excitatory neurons (left) and pairs of inhibitory neurons (red). 
Noise correlations during the time period 97 ms before the choice. Signal correlations were removed by 
subtracting off the across-trial mean response from each trial, separately done for trials of each choice. Noise 
correlations were overall much stronger for inhibitory neurons (note different scaling on vertical axes for left vs. 
right plots). For both cell types, correlations were stronger when cells had the same choice selectivity (saturated 
colors) vs. opposite choice selectivity (unsaturated colors). Unsaturated points are for shuffled trials in which the 
trial order is scrambled for each neuron independently.  Mean +/- standard error across sessions. Correlations for 
excitatory-inhibitory pairs are shown in Fig. 2e. f, Noise correlations for three combinations of cell types: 
excitatory-excitatory (left), inhibitory-inhibitory (middle) and excitatory-inhibitory (right). Signal correlations 
were not present because the data are from the inter-trial interval (97 ms before the initiation tone) and therefore 
only reflect spontaneous activity. 
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Extended data Figure 3. Classification accuracy on error trials varies across mice but is consistently similar 
for excitatory and inhibitory populations.  
Refers to Fig. 3. a, Data from an example animal (48 sessions). Top: Classification accuracy of decoders trained on 
all neurons (left), subsampled excitatory neurons (right, blue trace), and inhibitory neurons (right, red trace). In all 
cases, classifiers were trained on correct trials; however they were tested either on correct (dark lines: “Correct”) or 
incorrect (dim lines: “Incorrect”) trials. Unsaturated lines show performance on shuffled trial labels. Classification 
accuracy was high, yet lower on incorrect trials, indicating that population activity primarily represents the animal’s 
choice, yet it differs at least slightly for correct and incorrect trials. This reduction was similar for excitatory and 
inhibitory neurons (blue are red traces are overlapping in the right panel). Bottom: As in Fig 3b, histograms reflect 
the across-trial distribution of go tones and reward delivery. These are variable because the data are aligned to the 
animal’s choice, which was under the animal’s control and thus occurred at a variable time relative to go-tone or 
reward. Left and right panels are the same and are duplicated to facilitate alignment to each corresponding plot 
above. b, Summary across all mice for all neurons (left) and excitatory and inhibitory neurons separately (right). 
Classifier performance on correct (dark colors) and incorrect (dim colors) trials is shown. Mouse 4 had the largest 
difference in classification accuracy for correct vs. error trials. As with the single-neuron analysis, this difference 
likely reflects that the imaging region was slightly posterior within the window for this animal (see Extended Data 
Fig 2d, legend). Importantly, for all mice, the change in classification accuracy was quite similar for excitatory and 
inhibitory neurons, indicating that both populations reflect choice vs. stimulus to a comparable degree. 
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Extended data Figure 4. Additional analyses provide more evidence for similar stability of the choice 
decoder in excitatory and inhibitory populations.  
Refers to Fig. 4. a, In an example mouse, population activity that predicts the animal’s choice is similarly stable 
for excitatory and inhibitory neurons during the course of a trial. The vertical axis shows the stability duration for 
decoders trained at different times during the trial. Stability duration is defined as the width of the testing 
window over which decoder accuracy is not statistically different (red regions of Fig. 4c) from that obtained by 
using the same training and testing times (diagonal of Fig. 4a). Error bars: S.E.M. across sessions. Summary data 
for all mice at training time -97-0ms (dashed line) are shown in Fig. 4d. b, Stability duration of the all-neuron 
decoder (black in panel a) is compared for decoders trained 350ms before the choice (black), and 350ms after the 
choice (green). Population stability was lower after the choice than before the choice. This may be due to 
additional events, e.g. reward delivery and repeated licking, which follow the choice. c, Another measurement of 
stability likewise suggests similar temporal stability for excitatory and inhibitory populations. Stability was 
assessed by measuring the angle between pairs of decoders trained at different points in the trial. If a similar 
pattern of population activity represents choice from moment t1 to moment t2, the choice classifiers trained at 
these times will be aligned, i.e. the angle between the two classifiers will be small. The colors indicate the angle 
between pairs of decoders trained at different moments in the trial. Small angles (hot colors) indicate alignment 
of choice decoders; hence stable activity patterns across neurons. left: all neurons; middle: excitatory neurons 
(subsampled to match the number of inhibitory neurons); right: inhibitory neurons. As with our other method 
(Fig. 4), the time course of stability was similar for excitatory and inhibitory neurons. 
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Extended data Figure 5. Higher noise correlations among inhibitory neurons.   
Refers to Fig. 4. a, Noise correlations for pairs of excitatory neurons (black), pairs of inhibitory neurons (red) or 
excitatory-inhibitory pairs (green) during the time period 97-0ms before the choice. Signal correlations were 
removed by subtracting off the mean response from each trial (as in Extended Data Fig 2e). Noise correlations 
were overall much stronger for inhibitory-inhibitory pairs, and had intermediate values for excitatory-inhibitory 
pairs. b, Same as (a) but for the time period 97-0ms before the trial initiation tone. As in Extended Data Fig. 2f, 
signal correlations were not present because there is no stimulus and all activity is spontaneous. c,d, same as in 
a,b, except correlations were computed only on those excitatory and inhibitory neurons with the same median 
spiking activity (Methods).  
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Extended data Figure 6. The same field of view was imaged during learning. 
Refers to Fig. 6. a, Field of view from three example sessions of a mouse: 1st days of imaging (left), a middle 
imaging session (middle), and last day of imaging (right). Left to right panels span 60 days, out of which 35 
days were imaged. Black circles mark example areas that can be easily matched among the sessions. Each panel 
is an average projection image of all the frames imaged in the session. Green and red (bleedthrough corrected) 
images were merged. 
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Extended data Figure 7. Further analysis of learning-induced changes in the population activity: 
changes in licking and running movements are unlikely to account for improved classifier accuracy 
during learning. 
Refers to Fig. 6. a, Licking was similar in advance of high rate vs. low rate choices, both early and late in 
training. Licks that occur before the choice are to the center waterspout, and licks that occur after the choice 
are to the side waterspouts; example mouse. b, Each plot shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between 
licking patterns for left and right choices, calculated 250ms before the choice. These correlations were 
typically similar for early vs. late training days, indicating that animal’s licking pattern preceding left vs. right 
choices did not change drastically over the course learning. c, Distance that the animal travelled during the 
decision (as measured by the rotary encoder on the running wheel) was similar in advance of left vs. right 
choices; example mouse; each line represents a session (cold colors: early sessions; hot colors: late sessions). 
d, Classifier accuracy (97-0ms before the choice) of the full population was high even when the analysis was 
restricted to sessions in which the distance travelled was not significantly different (t-test, P>0.05; time 97-
0ms before the choice) for left vs. right choices. This analysis was necessary because for some mice in some 
sessions, there were idiosyncratic differences between the distances travelled in advance of left vs. right 
choices. In (b) and (d), median (red horizontal line), inter-quartile range (blue box), and the entire range of 
data (dashed black lines) are shown. 
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Extended data Figure 8. Further analysis of learning-induced changes in the population activity: the 
reduction in noise correlations is insufficient to account for the improved classification accuracy during 
learning. 
Refers to Fig. 6. a, Classification accuracy for each training session (average of cross-validation samples), for 
all neurons (left), subsampled excitatory (middle), and inhibitory neurons (right); example mouse. White 
vertical line: choice onset. This format is the same as Fig. 6a, but here the noise correlations are removed by 
making pseudo populations. b, Summary of each mouse, showing classification accuracy averaged across early 
(unsaturated colors) vs. late (saturated colors) training days. As in (a), data are based on pseudo-populations in 
which the noise correlations are removed. The learning-induced improvement in the classifier accuracy in 
pseudo populations indicates that reduced noise correlations (Fig. 6f) cannot solely account for the enhanced 
classifier accuracy during learning (Fig. 6a).  
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Extended data Figure 9. Removing neuropil contamination with CNMF or manually using an annulus 
leads to the same results. 
Refers to Methods section “Neuropil Contamination removal”. a, An example spatial component in the FOV and 
its surrounding annulus (yellow). b, ∆F/F trace for the same component obtained by manually subtracting the 
neuropil activity averaged over the annulus region (blue trace) or by using the output of the CNMF processing 
pipeline (red trace). The two traces look nearly identical as also demonstrated by their high correlation 
coefficient (r = 0.96; the traces are not denoised). These results demonstrate the ability of the CNMF framework 
to properly capture neuropil contamination and remove it from the detected calcium traces. 
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